
Get Ready
Certification tracks include training 

courses that cover exam topics. 

These courses and tracks have 

been designed to help you prepare, 

but are not prerequisites for taking 

an exam.

Get Help
As a complement to relevant 

training courses, our exam guides 

can help candidates self-assess 

their knowledge against the 

detailed exam objectives. Studying 

these guides is an e�ective way 

for you to improve your readiness 

for passing a certification exam.

Get Started
Infor uses an online testing 

platform, WebAssessor, to make 

Infor certification exams accessible 

from anywhere, at anytime. 

WebAssessor o�ers candidates 

a convenient way to take exams in 

a secure, proctored environment.

Certified IT professionals 

have greater confidence 

in their ability to implement 

IT systems on budget and 

on time.1 

Lower sta� turnaround:

say that maintaining their IT certification keeps 

their skills and knowledge current.1 

81% of IT 
professionals

IT decision-makers perceive certification as a way to strengthen sta�’s skill 
and knowledge and increase productivity within the IT organization. Certified 
employees reach job proficiency more quickly and perform at a higher level than 
non-IT-certified individuals in similar job roles. Research also shows that a team’s 
e�ectiveness is correlated to the percentage of applicable IT certifications held.

Confidence & Knowledge

E�ectiveness & cost savings

89%
of employers think IT-certified 
individuals tend to perform better 
than non-IT-certified individuals in 
similar job roles.2

infor.com/certificationCertification Program

75%

of employers believe certified employees 
are more likely to stay with their organization 
than non-certified IT sta�.289%

Certification Program

Measure your success

of managers say 
certifications are important 
for team performance.3

70%

of employers believe 
IT certifications provide 
long-term savings for 
the organization. 1

83%

of IT training decision 
makers reported that 
they perceived 
improvements in their 
sta�’s work e�ectiveness 
after certification.4

Certification leads to higher job satisfaction among IT 
professionals and greater confidence in their ability to 
do their jobs compared to their uncertified peers.1

Job satisfaction

Earning power

of hiring managers believe that 
certifications are beneficial.5  

93%
91%

of employers believe IT 
certifications play a key role 
in the hiring process and that 
IT certifications are a reliable 
predictor of a successful 
employee.2

Career progression:

68%

of IT professionals say 
that certification has 
increased their value 
in the job market.6 

92%
of employers said IT certified 
individuals receive higher starting 
salaries than those without IT 
certifications.7

Get Certified

More confident, 
knowledgeable, and 
reliable employees

Certifications make a great first impression with employers and can help 
a job candidate land an interview. Certifications are also excellent leverage 
for employees seeking a promotion as they send a clear message that the 
employee has mastered concepts and technologies required for the credential, 
and possess the initiative and drive to gain skills when they're needed.

Career progression, 
earning power, and more
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Infor customers, partners, and employees are all eligible for certifications. 
Certification exams for each product line are role-based, including 
functional exams for consultant services, and technical exams 
for administration, installation, security authorization, and integration.
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Contact us at InforU.Certification@infor.com
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